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This is continued from [0].

Proof of Theorem 2. Let aeK and put K’=K--a. Then K+K=
KoK means K’+K’=K’oK’, IK’l=k, IK’oK’I=m. We have 0eK’, and

"K+K is a coset of a subgroup of G" means "K’+K’ is a subgroup o G".
So rewriting K for K’, Theorem 2 can be reformulated as ollows.

Theorem 2’. Let 0 e K and suppose K/K=KoK. If 2m3k, then
K+K is a subgroup of G.

The proo o this theorem depends on the ollowing

Theorem of Kneser ([1], see Mann [2, p. 6]). For any complexes A, B
of G, there exists a subgroup H of G such that A+B=A+B+H and

For A=B=K, we obtain a subgroup H such that K+K=K+K+H
and IK+KI>_21K+HI-IH I. I 2m<3/c, we have
(3/2)lK+H ], and so 2[H[>[K+H I. As K+K=K+K+H, we have
H. If (K+K)\H4:, there should be x, y e K such that x+y H. Then
x or yell. Suppose x ell. Then K+H(x+H) UH and IK+HI>_21H
Thus K+K=H.

Remark. If G=Z/pZ, p being a prime, then K+K=G or

21K[--1. This follows from the theorem of Kneser or from Cauehy-
Davenport’s theorem (see Mann [2, p. 3]).

Let G be any other abelian group than ZIpZ and H a non-trivial sub-
group of G (i.e. H=/={0}, H=G). Put K--HJ (x+H), 2x e H. Then

=(3/2)iK I, so that 3/2 in (ii) can not be replaced by a smaller number.
Since K K=/=K+K, in order to prove Theorem 3 we may suppose K

satisfies (0). Moreover we may prove Theorem 3 for K with the ollowing

maximality property" there is no s e G\K such that
( ) I(g{s})o(KU{s})ilKogl+ 1.

In fact, if there exists s e G\K which satisfies (,), then K’--Kt5 {s} satisfies

(0) and if Theorem 3 is proved with respect to K’, then the inequality also
holds true for K.

Lemma 4. If [G[ is odd, K satisfies (0) and there is no s e G\K which

satisfies (,), then IKw]m--k+3 for every w e (K K)\K.
Proof. Suppose IKw[_m-k+4 or some w e(KoK)\K. Put

{yeK\{x,O}ix+yeK} or x (4=0) eK, then K()-+KK, yx+y is a
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bijection. Thus
in virtue o what we noticed just before Lemma 2. Therefore
]K +[K()I-]K K()I_k+1-(k- 1)=2.

Let Yl, Y2eKK(x), (YI=/=Y2), then w:yi+zl:y2+z, Zl eK\{y,0}, z2
e K\(y,0}, z=/=z, x+y, x+yeK, y, yeK\{x,O}, w+x=(x-.t-y)/z=
(x/y) +z. I x+y z and x+y z, then z+z z/z, which is a con-
tradiction, since GI is odd. Hence x+y =/= z or x +y =/= z, that is, w+x e
K K or every x (=/=0) e K. Therefore (K [2 {w}) (K {w})=K K contra-
dicting with the maximality property.

Proof of Theorem 3. We may suppose the maximality property. As
GI is odd, K contains no involution. Thus the argument in the proo of
Lemma 3 is valid and using Lemma 4 we obtain in the same way

(k-- 1)(k-2)_(k- 1)(m-- k+ 1) +(m- k/1)(m- k+3)
where, as m_1,

m> 1 (k_3+/5k:__lOk+9): /5+1 k-- v-+3 +O(1--- 2 2 -"
Remark. Here also we have m_(3/2)k for k_22.
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